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Dangerous animals are everywhere. This book compiles a list of the twenty most dangerous and deadly animals across the world. From venomous animals that live in the ocean to ravenous mammals on land, the most dangerous animals are all around us. Page by page, the reader will learn facts about each animal, including their location on the globe and their size compared to a human.

This is a great informational text filled with facts for young readers. There is a table of contents in the beginning that include pictures along with each title. Unfamiliar words are highlighted in blue, and the definitions are compiled in the back of the book. There is a map indicating where each animal can be found in the world, along with comparisons to human size. One of the last pages includes a list of each animal and the number of deaths per year associated with that animal. The last page is full of bibliographies, so that readers know where to go if they want to do more research.